In this paper, we have proposed a novel model order reduction technique via rational transfer function fitting and eigenmode analysis considering residues. We define a constant as a key in the sorting algorithm as one of correlations in order to sort the order of eigenvalues. It is demonstrated that the accuracy via eigenmode analysis considering residues is improved. The proposed algorithm is a general method to match pole values with frequency domain poles for linear RC and RLC systems. Calculation of pole eigenvalues and eigen vectors can be done with more sophisticated analysis with the same level or smaller cost in the proposed algorithms in comparison to passive reduced order interconnect macromodeling algorithm (PRIMA). The experimental results show that our algorithm reduces up to 90% errors compared to the existing model order reduction algorithm, such as PRIMA, in wide frequency environment with the same number of poles in comparison.
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Introduction 1
After entering deep sub-micron era, integrated circuits and systems are composed of a great number of linear (RLC) and non-linear, such as MOSFET or diode elements. The power grid (P/G) network may connect millions to tens-of-millions of transistors together. Therefore, it may cost a huge amount of computation time to analyse the whole network. In the past few years, model order reduction (MOR), as shown in Figure 1 has become a promising technology to accelerate this kind of simulation time for linear components. Model reduction is undoubtedly one of the most useful aspects of system theory for simulation, because of its immediate relevance to model simplification. It combines mathematical modelling problems with computational complexity issues. However, mathematical models usually have some properties which are very important from the physical point of view such as conservativeness, dissipation, etc. As integrated circuits and systems continue to be designed with smaller size and faster operation, RLC interconnect effects have a more dominant impact on signal propagation than ever before. In addition, parasitic coupling effects and reduced power supply voltage levels make the interconnect modelling more important than ever before.
The existing model order reduction algorithms (Qu, 2004; Wang et al., 2002) , such as PRIMA (Odabasioglu et al., 1997) using Krylov subspace projection matrix (Bai, 2002) to reduce order, is the most popular model order reduction in modern circuit simulation. However, PRIMA may cause severe accuracy problem in wide frequency environments.
Most of the moment matching (Shi and Shi, 2005; Shi et al., 2006 ) and projection framework model order reduction (like PRIMA) are only accurate around expansion point, but inaccurate on wide frequency band. It is also known that the accuracy and efficiency have been improved for non-linear model order reduction (Shaker and Samavat, 2007) . The issue is that point matching and eigenmode analysis model order reduction can keep accurate in approach point even in wide frequency band. However, it will be very inaccurate between those points. In this paper, we proposed a new model order reduction algorithms with advantages of both projection framework and eigenmode analysis model order reduction. The proposed method is able to be accurate in wide frequency, and it maintains accuracy between approach points (Kerns et al., 1995; Silveira, 2002) at the same time. The experimental results show that our proposed algorithm reduces up to 90% errors compared to the existing model order reduction algorithm, i.e., PRIMA in high frequency environment, with identical number of poles, say q poles. It is understood that previous eigenmode analysis model order reduction does not consider residues, rational transfer function fittings and draping terms with small eigen values. It will be accurate only when residues are small. The main contribution in this paper is that the proposed algorithm provides an accurate yet efficient eigenmode analysis model order reduction. It matches 2q points while considering residues and rational transfer function fitting. 
Original dynamical system
As shown in Figure. 2, voltage sources are connected to the ports to obtain the admittance matrix of a multiport (Wang et al., 2002) . The port, along with these sources, constitutes our time-domain modified nodal analysis (MNA) circuit equations. In Figure 3 , i and u denote the port currents and voltages, respectively, and vectors v (v1, v2, …) are the MNA variables corresponding to the node voltages and the branch currents for voltage sources and inductors, respectively. The C, G matrices and L represent the conductance, susceptance matrices and the matrices containing the stamps for resistors, capacitors, and inductors, respectively. L consists of ones, minus ones, and zeros, which represent the current direction variables in KCL (Kirchhoff's Current Law) equations. The original port is assumed to compose of passive linear elements only with symmetric nonnegative definite matrices. Using MNA (Qu, 2004) as shown in Figure 2 , we can obtain a state matrix to describe the stamping circuits according KCL, KVL (Kirchhoff Voltage Law) and BCE (branch constitutive equations). In MNA form, we can get the original dynamical system function:
With the transfer function:
H(s) transfer function is showed in frequency domain after Laplace transform (1). Thus, (2) can also be written as rational transfer function as follows (Silveira, 2002) :
Eigenmode analysis
Mathematically, we can solve all the ordinary differential equations (ODE) by using eigen-decomposition. In a linear system, MNA form from equation (1), can be considered as an ODE: We can get new decoupled equations as below:
And the output equation will be: 
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With the reduced output equation:
Notice here, λ are sorted according to bubble sort algorithms (Chaudhary and Robinson, 1991) . Consider weights of bi in (3) and the values of λ which means:
..... + are large, it will cause inaccuracy under the assumption that we do not consider bi in the first step. This is the primary reason that we use bubble sort to consider the weight of bi in the first step of the proposed algorithm.
Improvement of the proposed algorithm
In our first step, the order of , q 1 2 3 4 λ ,λ ,λ ,λ λ are designed according to their values and certain weights of bi in (3). However, direct eigen decomposition will pay a huge calculation penalty if G, C matrix are large. Thus, we can get the reduced rational transfer function as: It can also be represented as:
The idea is that we define a constant as a key in the sorting algorithm, say N N c b as one of correlations in order to sort the order in (6). To rearrange the , q 1 2 3 4 λ ,λ ,λ ,λ λ , we sort them according to the correlation of that constant and λ i . From rational transfer function, we demonstrate a faster and lower calculation penalty by finding the dominated poles in the proposed algorithm. As a result, after keeping all the dominate poles, we cluster output functions in order to reduce the redundant poles.
Experimental results
All experimental data are measured in a Linux server with 1.9 GHz CPU and 2 GB memory. The results of the proposed algorithm are compared with PRIMA, as well as an exact value come from SPICE. Table 1 summarises the runtime results with RC benchmarks. Runtime (RT) indicates the computation run time in seconds. As we can see, the improvement on accuracy is significant, roughly 90% more accurate than PRIMA. Note that the proposed algorithm can reduce up to 90% errors compared to the existing model order reduction algorithms, i.e., PRIMA in wide frequent environment and even more impressive as the circuit size increases. In Figures 4 and 5 , it shows the frequency domain responses for an RC mesh with 1,208 nodes and RLC mesh 600 nodes. The proposed algorithm can match the original exactly, while PRIMA method shows a significant inaccuracy. The testing result shows the proposed algorithm is more accurate than PRIMA in wide frequency environments. 
Conclusions
An extended model order reduction technique via rational transfer function fitting and eigen mode analysis order analysis of linear circuits with a large number of independent sources has been presented. This method can handle a much more wide frequency than existing algorithms. Experimental results show that the proposed method achieves a moderate accuracy improvement over circuit simulation with wide frequency variations and reduce up to 90% errors compared to the existing model order reduction.
